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ABSTRACT
The Lyman-α emission line is the strongest feature in the spectrum of most high red-
shift galaxies, and is typically observed as being highly asymmetric due to galactic out-
flows. Quantifying this asymmetry is challenging. Here, we explore how measurements
of one parameterisation, Lyman-α skewness, are affected by instrumental resolution
and detection signal-to-noise and thus whether this can be extended throughout the
archive. We model these effects through simulated lines and apply our derived cor-
rections to existing archival data sets (including sources observed with FORS2 and
DEIMOS) to reconstruct the intrinsic line emission parameters. We find a large un-
certainty in parameter reconstruction at low resolutions (R ≤ 3000) and high skew
values, as well as substantial random errors resulting from the masking of sky lines.
We suggest that interpretations of spectral line asymmetry should be made with cau-
tion, while a simpler parametrization, like B/R (blue-red flux asymmetry), is likely
to yield more robust results. We see a possible weak trend in velocity width with
mass, although there is no evidence in the data for a reliable correlation of skew with
galaxy mass, star formation rate or age at z = 4 − 5. Using our results, we investi-
gate the possibilities of recovering emission line asymmetry with current and future
instruments.
Key words: galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics – techniques: spectroscopic
1 INTRODUCTION
The Lyman-α emission line is produced by the electron re-
combination transition from the second to ground state of
Hydrogen. Its emission occurs at λrest = 1216 A˚ and is com-
mon in star forming galaxies, triggered by strong highly
ionizing radiation from young hot stars. Due to its relative
strength and its shift longwards of the atmospheric cut-off
in observations above z = 2, Lyman-α has been extensively
used as an diagnostic tool to find and investigate high red-
shift galaxies (e.g. Hu & McMahon 1996; Stanway et al.
2004; Matsuda et al. 2004; Ouchi et al. 2008; Nilsson et al.
2009; Yamada et al. 2012). Lyman-α also yields insight into
the escape fraction of highly energetic photons and hence
the re-ionisation of the Universe (e.g. Cowie et al. 2009; Ver-
hamme et al. 2015, 2017; Sobral et al. 2017). Galaxies ob-
served with the Lyman-α emission feature are aptly named
Lyman-α emitting galaxies (LAEs).
The spectral profile of Lyman-α is shaped by the pho-
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ton escape path in its local environment, due to its strong
resonant scattering from neutral hydrogen in the interstel-
lar medium (ISM) and circumgalactic medium (CGM). As a
result, its emission reflects the nature of its host galaxy and
the observed line of sight. The combination of these effects
means that Lyman-α can be observed as double peaked,
asymmetric and sometimes exhibiting a P-Cygni profile (e.g.
Stern & Spinrad 1999; Bunker et al. 2000; Bunker et al. 2003;
Shapley et al. 2001, 2003; Verhamme et al. 2006; Steidel et al.
2010; Yamada et al. 2012; Verhamme et al. 2017). The dou-
ble peaked profile is produced by the emission going through
an optically thick cloud of HI. The central wavelength of
Lyman-α is strongly absorbed and re-scattered. The scat-
tered photons undergo a random walk, losing or gaining
energy in the process until they escape resonance and are
re-emitted in the blue and red wings of the line. If the blue
wing is preferentially absorbed, or the red wing boosted by
back-scattering from an expanding medium, this produces
an asymmetric single line profile, a common feature seen
in star-forming galaxies (e.g. Verhamme et al. 2006; Ouchi
et al. 2008; Steidel et al. 2010; Wisotzki et al. 2016). HI
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regions in the intergalactic medium (IGM) at different red-
shifts also create a series of Lyman-α absorption features
bluewards of the observed host Lyman-α line, creating a
Lyman-α forest. If there is dense gas in the host or CGM,
the limit of this process may imprint additional asymmetry
to the observed spectral line, as the bluewards line flux is
absorbed (Rauch et al. 1997). In order to infer details of the
LAE galaxy environment, the line profile needs to be care-
fully examined and compared to radiative transfer models.
This is typically achieved with measurements at high reso-
lution and signal-to-noise (S/N) and thus is typically only
possible at low redshift (e.g. Verhamme et al. 2006; Dijkstra
et al. 2007a,b). However an overall measure of line aymmetry
is more straightforward and confirms that most star form-
ing galaxies in the distant Universe show a single asymmetric
peak.
A common picture of Lyman-α radiative transfer in
star-forming galaxies describes emitted photons as scatter-
ing off concentric spherical shells of gas, each ejected from
the host galaxy due to supernova or stellar wind kinetic en-
ergy deposition and in outwards motion (Verhamme et al.
2006). This is consistent with observations which suggest
that outflows are ubiquitous at high redshifts (e.g. Adel-
berger et al. 2003; Pettini et al. 2001; Shapley et al. 2003).
Precise measures of the quantity and state of the outflow-
ing material require a range of rest UV spectral features,
such as C IV (λrest = 1549 A˚) and thus high resolution and
S/N data. It has been suggested that in 3 < z < 7 LAEs,
a trend between asymmetry of the Lyman-α line and axial
ratio in rest UV-morphology may be linked to the detec-
tion of outflows (U et al. 2015). A large spread in asym-
metry, parametrized by skewness (see Mallery et al. 2012,
and equation 1), was observed at low axial ratios. As the
axial ratio increases the spread in skewness decreases. This
has been interpreted as suggesting that the line asymmetry
is caused by a galaxy-wide outflow, emitted along the polar
axis of a disk-like galaxy. In this model, a galaxy seen face-on
will have a low axial ratio and a high line asymmetry, while
one seen edge-on will not. Such an interpretation presents
an interesting possibility: if Lyman-α emission and rest UV
morphology can be used as independent and accurate di-
agnostics, large existing datasets could be used to provide
statistics on outflows in the high redshift Universe.
However, in addition to spectral effects caused by the
ISM and intervening IGM, the effect of detection at a tele-
scope also needs to be carefully investigated. By observing
the effect of instrumental resolution and the inclusion of dif-
ferent peak intensity S/N values, the recoverability and reli-
ability of Lyman-α spectral properties can be investigated.
This allows us to evaluate the potential information content
of different datasets, at varying resolutions and S/N ratios.
In this paper we look at the effect of a range of in-
strumental resolutions and peak intensity S/N on simulated
spectral profiles of Lyman-α . The effect of sky line masking
and use on existing data sets is also discussed. The simula-
tion details and data sample are described in section 2. In
section 3 the results of the simulation are presented. In sec-
tion 4 the effects of the night sky emission spectrum and
sky line masking on the practical measurement of sky line
profiles are discussed. In section 5 the effects on asymmetry
measurement of instrumental resolution and noise are dis-
cussed and real data applications are shown. We comment
on implications of our analysis in the context of previously
published work. A summary of our conclusions is presented
in section 6.
2 SIMULATIONS AND DATA HANDLING
To investigate the effect of instrumentation on the Lyman-
α emission profile we need a quantitative parametrisation of
the spectral width and asymmetry of the emission line. For
direct comparison with the inferred physical interpretation
proposed by U et al. (2015), we characterize the Lyman-α
emission line profile with a skewed Gaussian model, adapted
from Mallery et al. (2012):
Flux = A e−0.5((λ−x)/ω)
2
(∫ s(λ−x)/ω
−∞
e−t
2/2 dt
)
+ c (1)
By fitting this equation to data or simulated data we
can recover the values of flux normalization (A), central
wavelength (λ), standard deviation (ω) and skew (s). In this
scheme the value of skew dictates the asymmetry in the emis-
sion line. A positive skew indicates a boosted red wing and
suppressed blue wing, while a negative skew reverses this.
For a zero skew the equation reverts to a simple symmet-
ric Gaussian form. This simple model of Lyman-α emission
lines assumes a constant continuum level (c) as well as ig-
noring the absorption component of P-Cygni profiles. This
simplification is justified by typical line profiles seen at red-
shifts z > 3 (Mallery et al. 2012).
We use equation 1 to model the recovery of simulated
emission lines with known intrinsic FWHM and skew pa-
rameters, after accounting for detector resolution and peak
line S/N. For the purposes of the simulation, a fixed redshift
z = 3 is chosen. This redshift implies a Lyman-α detection
at λ = 4864 A˚, in the SDSS g band. We restrict intrinsic
FWHM to 1− 7 A˚, giving a spectral velocity width range of
75− 500 km s−1, motivated by velocities that are physically
seen in star-forming regions (e.g. Zheng et al. 2014). The
intrinsic skew was restricted to values of 0− 6, motivated
by the range seen in the large sample presented by U et al.
(2015) and Mallery et al. (2012).
With this sample of emission lines, the effects of detec-
tion can be simulated. First we convolve the profiles with a
range of instrumental resolutions, motivated by current and
future instrumentation: R= 300, 1000, 3000, 10000. We sam-
ple our simulated lines using a pixel scale of 0.5 A˚. The pixel
width was chosen to ensure that at all times the instrumen-
tal resolution is fully sampled, so as not to introduce further
ambiguity in line fitting. Although the effect of pixel scale
on resulting errors should be taken with caution, as we dis-
cuss in section 5.1. We add Gaussian noise to the convolved
and re-sampled skewed Gaussians to give a range of S/N
measurements typical of real data: S/N = 3, 10, 30, 100. This
signal to noise is defined in the pixel at the peak of the emis-
sion line, and the true S/N will be lower in the wings of the
lines or on the continuum.
It is important to note that a random Gaussian noise
model was used as the primary noise characteristic in this
work. This is the appropriate noise level if dominated by
residuals from sky background subtractions. However it will
underestimate the noise in strong lines, where the Poisson
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2018)
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Figure 1. Example of simulated skewed Lyman-α emission lines and their subsequent detection at combinations of resolution and
S/N of (3000,30),(3000,10),(1000,30) and (1000,10) respectively (from left to right). In blue is the intrinsic emission line profile with
skew of 2 and FWHM of 7 A˚. In red is the measured profile.
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Figure 2. Output of 1000 noise iterations at intrinsic (i.e. simulation input) skew of 2 and FWHM of 7 A˚ for the resolution and S/N
combinations seen in figure 1. A Gaussian fit to the data is shown with a solid red line, with measured distribution mean and standard
deviation annotated in each panel.
uncertainty due to the number of detected electrons in each
pixel can also be an important component of the overall noise
budget. This will preferentially affect the wings of the lines,
in which the fractional uncertainty is highest. As a test, Pois-
son noise was also calculated for each spectra, and was found
to be consistently below the Gaussian noise level. It typically
contributed less than 10 per cent of the noise budget. At very
low values of total S/N, i.e. below 10, the Poisson noise con-
tribution unsurprisingly becomes dominant, reaching 30 per
cent in extreme cases. We note that we do not present re-
sults in these regimes, since at very low S/N, even including
only the Gaussian noise sky background component, the line
parameters are already obscured by the noise, as section 3
demonstrates.
The generated profiles are then measured by fitting
equation 1 to the results using a least squares algorithm. To
evaluate statistical uncertainties, we run each combination
of skewed Gaussian, resolution and S/N over 1000 noise iter-
ations. The combined noise iteration results are then them-
selves fit by a Gaussian distribution where the measured
skew and FWHM, their means and standard deviations, are
calculated. An example of this process for producing sim-
ulated emission lines and artificially detecting them with
realistic instrumental limitations is illustrated in figures 1-2
for a specific FWHM and skew combination, across a small
range of resolution and S/N.
As a final step, we convert all FWHM results into ve-
locity widths. As both velocity width and resolution scale
∝ (1 + z) all results presented are valid for any choice of
redshift, assuming the measured skewed Gaussian is well
sampled. By following this procedure, simulating the en-
tire range of parameters, we observe how the intrinsic spec-
tral properties are transformed by instrumental effects, and
whether they can be reliably recovered.
We define the properties of a line as recoverable if it has a
calculated intrinsic parameter uncertainty σint < 100% (i.e.
the derived uncertainty is less than the derived value) and
is not degenerate. We note that this allows generously large
errors and many science applications would require smaller
uncertainties. We define a property as unrecoverable if there
is no clear solution for the relation between intrinsic and
observed properties in our simulations, or if the associated
uncertainty exceeds the criterion above.
3 RESULTS
Results of the simulations are presented in figures 3-8. The
results at R = 300 and S/N = 3 showed no recoverabil-
ity in skew. The entire range of input parameters produce
degenerate results, with measured values dominated by the
instrumental resolution and noise. As a result no recover-
ability plots are presented for R = 300 or S/N = 3.
Figures 3-5 show that the velocity width is recoverable
over the remaining range of resolution and S/N. We also ob-
serve that velocity width recovery is skew-independent. The
offsets measured from the simulated data follow what is ex-
pected of an intrinsic Gaussian line profile being convolved
with another Gaussian kernel modelling the instrumental
resolution. When the intrinsic velocity width is below the
width of the resolution kernel, the measured value is dom-
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2018)
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Figure 3. Measured vs. intrinsic velocity width seen with S/N = 100, at intrinsic skew = 6.0 and at three sample resolutions. The black
dashed line shows the expected measured velocity width of a pure Gaussian function at each resolution. Shaded regions indicate the
random uncertainty on the measured value based on 1000 noise iterations. If the intrinsic velocity width were unaffected by instrumental
resolution and noise the measured velocity width would perfectly track the solid black line.
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Figure 4. As in figure 3 but with S/N = 30.
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Figure 5. As in figure 3 but with S/N = 10.
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Figure 6. Measured vs. intrinsic skew seen at different intrinsic velocity widths, labelled on the right-hand side in km s−1. Measurements
are at S/N = 100, and at three sample resolutions. As before, shaded regions indicate random uncertainty from 1000 noise iterations. If
the intrinsic skew were unaffected by instrumental resolution and noise the measured skew would perfectly track the solid black line.
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Figure 7. As in figure 6 but with S/N = 30.
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Figure 8. As in figure 6 but with S/N = 10.
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Figure 9. Example recovery of an intrinsic line skew from the measured value. Given a measured line skew of skmeas = 2.0± 0.1 at
S/N = 30 and with ∆vint = 250km s
−1, we demonstrate the implied intrinsic skew in the cases where R = 1000, 3000, 10000. In each
case the recovered intrinsic skew corresponding to the resolution is indicated by dashed lines in a matching colour. Intrinsic skew values
of skint = unknown, 3.6± 0.5, 2.1± 0.1 were recovered at the three resolutions, suggesting that an accurate measurement is only possible
at the highest resolution. Where no intersection with the recovery line is found the skew is deemed unrecoverable, as is seen at the lowest
resolution.
inated by the resolution width and the uncertainty on the
reconstructed line width is very large.
At resolution R = 10000 we see offsets between the in-
put and measured velocity width at < 5.1 km s−1 or ∼ 5%.
At resolution R = 3000 much larger offsets are seen, up
to 40 km s−1, but these remain consistent with the expec-
tation when deconvolved with the instrumental resolution.
R = 1000, as expected, exhibits the largest offsets in mea-
sured results, but now also shows an apparent deviation from
the expected Gaussian convolution curve which is most pro-
nounced at higher noise levels. Across all resolutions and
S/N the velocity width is seen to be recoverable through a
combination of deconvolution from the instrumental width
and correction for any systematic offset, with no degenera-
cies observed in measured-intrinsic values.
The recovery of skew, shown in figures 6-8, is observed
to have strong dependence on resolution, velocity width and
S/N. At R = 10000 the values of intrinsic skew are easily
recovered across all sampled intrinsic velocity widths and
S/N values. While the measured lines show a systematic
offset from the input intrinsic values, this can be modelled
and a correction applied. With current instrumentation, res-
olutions this large are often only available in echelle spec-
troscopy. At z > 3, a typical L∗ object will have magnitudes
fainter than 24.5 (Shapley et al. 2003). Given normal observ-
ing conditions such an object would require exposure times
>> 10 hours to reach a signal to noise on the continuum
of three per resolution element on an 8m telescope1. While
the peak of the line will have a substantially larger signal-to-
noise this will still be a challenging observation, most z > 3
Lyman α and Lyman break surveys have been carried out at
much lower resolution for this reason (e.g. R ∼ 300 Shapley
et al. 2003).
At lower resolutions we see that measured skew is
suppressed relative to the input, and measurement error
increases. At R = 1000 and relatively narrow lines with
FWHM= 250 km s−1, we observe a limit in intrinsic skew of
sk ∼ 1.0, above which the measured skew becomes constant
and the reconstruction of the intrinsic skew is degenerate.
For broader lines (FWHM= 500 km s−1) the measured skew
still becomes degenerate with intrinsic skew, but this hap-
pens at slightly higher line asymmetries. Likewise at an in-
termediate resolution, R=3000 and for narrow lines we see
measured skew saturating when intrinsic skew sk>∼ 3. The
overall effect seen by the simulation of instrumental resolu-
tion is a systematic underestimation of intrinsic skew, with
1 Estimated using the ESO FORS exposure time calculator, as-
suming a 1 arcsecond wide slit, typical observing conditions, dark
time and the 600RI (R∼1000) grating of the FORS2 instrument.
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random uncertainties on this systematic offset set by signal-
to-noise ratio.
As well as degeneracy in measured-intrinsic values, the
uncertainty set by the width of the measured skew distri-
bution (e.g. figure 2) also contributes to the inability to re-
cover intrinsic values successfully. While in the simulated
case, it is possible to run 1000 noise iterations to explore
this distribution, in real data we will have only one reali-
sation and must estimate the effect of this uncertainty. By
taking an example measurement we can explore the pre-
cision to which a value can be recovered, given this addi-
tional uncertainty. In this example, see figure 9, we choose a
typical measured value of skew skmeas = 2.0± 0.1 and in-
trinsic velocity width ∆v = 250 km s−1 with a S/N = 30.
At R = 1000, 3000, 10000 we find recovered values of
skint = unknown, 3.6± 0.5, 2.1± 0.1 respectively, where the
lowest resolution value is not physically meaningful in our
model. For values that can be recovered, an increase in un-
certainty is seen in all results - i.e. the recovered intrinsic
value is less well constrained than the measured value.
4 SKY LINE MASKING
In addition to instrumental resolution and noise, another
important feature to consider in real world ground-based
Lyman-α detection is the narrow night sky OH emission line
background. At the red end of the optical spectrum blan-
keting from sky lines becomes a large potential contaminant
(Osterbrock et al. 1996). While sky lines are processed and
removed from observational data, the photon noise resid-
uals inevitably associated with large measured fluxes are
likely to alter any measured characteristic emission line pa-
rameters. To consider the possible effect of sky line masking
we first generate an emission line with FWHM and skew of
500 km s−1 and 1.0 respectively, and convolve with an instru-
mental resolution of R = 3000. Then by assuming the night
sky emission is effectively at rest with respect to the spec-
trum, we can set the night sky emission width σ as purely
determined by the instrumental resolution. We simulate the
effects of a sky line nearby by masking and excluding a
wavelength range ±σ (sky) from the fit of the generated
spectrum. We then measure the FWHM and skew from the
masked spectrum.
Figure 10 shows the result of masking across sequential
regions of the example emission line. As the sky line mask is
shifted across the emission line we first see the usual offset
in measured skew due to instrumental resolution as seen in
section 3, where the measured skew is suppressed relative to
the intrinsic skew. As the sky line mask enters the emission
line strong deviations from the expected measurement at the
given resolution are observed. An overall reduction in skew
is seen when the sky line peak is bluewards of the line center
and an increase is seen redwards of the line centre. At its
peak, a deviation of ∼ 40% is observed. This suggests cau-
tion should be applied when interpreting skewed line profiles
which lie close to sky lines subtractions. In these cases, the
measured value is extremely sensitive to proximity to the
line, and the intrinsic profile. While the sky line centroid
is well known and can be refined in the data itself, the in-
trinsic line properties are impossible to know a priori. The
increased uncertainty in the intrinsic skew can exceed 100
percent of the measured value, which for most applications
makes the line fit essentially useless. This means caution and
careful error analysis needs to be enacted when line features
are spectrally coincident with sky lines. We note that this
example is for an intrinsically broad line and relatively high
resolution - a scenario in which the uncertainties on line re-
coverability should be minimised. The effects are likely to be
more pronounced for narrow lines and lower spectral resolu-
tions. In fact, this will need to be modelled for each instru-
ment setting used, and may render some regions of redshift,
and velocity-width parameter space essentially unaccessible.
We extend this analysis by taking the expected typical
sky spectra, obtained from relevant exposure time calcula-
tors, from several specific instruments and sites. We observe
the effect that the addition of this sky line background has
on the measured skewness of a Lyman-α line of varying
luminosity. We take an example emission line of fixed veloc-
ity width ∆v = 250km s−1, skew sk = 2.0 and luminosities
log(L/erg s−1) = 41, 42, 43. We take as examples the FORS2,
DEIMOS and forthcoming EAGLE instrument, which have
resolutions 660, 3000 and 10000 respectively. To account for
the usage patterns and relative sensitivities, we calculate
models assuming exposure times of 5 hrs, 3.5 hrs, 10 mins
respectively.
We explore the wavelength- and resolution-dependent
effects of the sky line spectrum by stepping the central wave-
length of our modelled emission line at 1A˚ intervals from the
lower to upper wavelength cutoffs appropriate to each instru-
ment. This corresponds to exploring a series of lines across
a range of redshifts in each case. We then derive the uncer-
tainty associated with the measured skews as shown above,
and plot this as a function of wavelength (or redshift) in
figure 11. As is apparent, a low resolution instrument such
as FORS2 has very little usable spectral parameter space
above z = 4, with narrow windows opening around z ∼ 4.5
and z ∼ 4.85. At higher redshifts, the uncertainty on the
measured skew exceeds 25 per cent. With a higher resolu-
tion instrument such as DEIMOS, the usable redshift range
is much larger, with only regions dense in sky lines rendered
unusable, although beyond z ∼ 6 recovering Lyman-α skew
will be challenging even with this instrument. Windows of
high recoverability exist between sky line complexes, notably
at 5.07 < z < 5.35, 5.57 < z < 5.78, 5.95 < z < 6.09 and
6.45 < z < 6.62. By contrast, the much higher resolution
EAGLE instrument under construction for the European
Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) will not suffer substan-
tially from sky line blanketing but will have a limited redshift
range, and is also likely to have a much lower signal-to-noise
per pixel, than the existing instruments. We note that none
of the instruments modelled here will be useful in the range
z ∼ 6.8− 8.7.
Our criterion for recoverability in section 3 permitted a
100% uncertainty on the recovered value. For physical inter-
pretation, this is far too loose. In table 1 we consider a tighter
constraint, calculating the percentage of the spectral range
covered by each instrument in the specified setting (i.e. the
fraction of the redshift range) which would allow recovery
of the lines with a fractional uncertainty on the line skew
below thresholds of 0.1, 0.25, 0.4, 0.75 and 1.0. As expected,
we see that the useable fraction of the spectrum strongly
scales with the luminosity of the emission line (and hence
its signal-to-noise in a fixed time integration). We note that
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2018)
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Figure 10. Effects of a sky line mask exclusion (R = 3000) being
traced along a skewed Gaussian line, with a central wavelength
λ0 = 4864 A˚.
even in the very short, ten minute integrations modelled, the
EAGLE instrument will be excellent for the recoverability of
line skews, although these may have to be for systems with
a systemic redshift already well known.
The large uncertainties calculated above suggest that
recovering intrinsic Lyman-α skew parameters from ground
based and low resolution instruments with uncertainties
< 25% is possible for only about half the spectral range, see
table 1, and becomes virtually impossible in the red where
sky lines become frequent and strong. The exception oc-
curs when working at sufficiently high spectral resolution to
observe between sky lines, as DEIMOS does over much of
the optical, and EAGLE certainly will in the near-infrared.
Lower resolution instruments such as FORS2 do allow well
constrained measures of line skew when the source redshift
places Lyman-α emission conveniently far from a sky line
centroid.
5 DISCUSSION
To be able to use Lyman-α skew as an outflow diagnostic,
U et al. (2015) suggest that a trend exists between the scat-
ter in skew and rest UV morphology. While they used high
quality, R ∼ 3000, data, we want to investigate whether the
same diagnostic may be reliable for lower resolution data. As
shown in section 3, the accurate measurement and recovery
of intrinsic skew is non-trivial. At large values of both in-
strumental resolution and galaxy velocity width, the values
of skew can be reliably recovered through correction of the
systematic offset between measured and intrinsic skew. How-
ever, poorer instrumental characteristics induce large scat-
ters in the measured skew, particularly at low S/N. Most
notably at R = 300 and R = 1000, we see almost no recover-
ability in the skew parameter space since the intrinsic skews
are degenerate for a given measured skew.
Overall, the effect of finite instrumental resolution is to
reduce the measured value of skew relative to the intrin-
sic value. This may suppress the scatter in a distribution of
measurements when compared to the scatter in the source
distribution. When applied to real data this could cause sig-
nificant difficulties in interpretation, and result in measure-
ments with low apparent asymmetries.
5.1 Binning Data
Spectra from real data are often binned and smoothed, in-
order to increase S/N. While this can allow fainter signals
to be analyzed, the effect this may have on measured skew
needs to be quantized. Previous work has suggested that ex-
cessive binning (i.e. a bin width greater than 0.5 A˚) is likely
to affect measurements of intrinsic line parameters (Robert-
son 2017). By taking an example Lyman-α emission line
(skew = 2.0, ∆v = 250km s−1 and at z = 3) we can alter
the sample binning and observe how this affects the overall
ability to characterize its skew. We take this typical binned
emission line and perform 1000 noise iterations over a small
range of resolution and S/N to obtain the error on measure-
ment. We compare this to previous, 0.5 A˚ pixel resolution,
data to show the increase in percentage error caused by bin-
ning the data, as shown in table 2.
We see a moderate increase in uncertainty, with the ad-
ditional error term (added in quadrature to other factors)
reaching a maximum of 47 per cent, but the increasing bin
width has very little effect at low resolutions, and only be-
comes severe at high resolution at the largest bin sizes. As
binning is usually done in conjunction with low S/N data we
see that excessive binning, as expected, yields unrecoverable
skews.
5.2 Application to Real Data
We now investigate the effects of observation on the intrinsic
emission line properties of real Lyman-α sources. We use
archival data to explore recovery in high and low resolution
data sets. Here we focus on the recovery of skew so as to
explore its utility as an indicator of galaxy dynamics. As
we have seen, FWHM is fully recoverable in the entirety of
the tested parameter space given a correction for systematic
offsets, and its recovery is thus explored no further.
5.2.1 FORS2 - Low Resolution
To explore properties of a large galaxy sample, low resolu-
tion catalogues may be a valuable source. Here we sample the
VLT/FORS2 GOODS catalogue data of resolution R = 660
(Vanzella et al. 2005, 2006). This catalogue includes 1165
spectroscopically confirmed redshifts, with 131 confirmed
Lyman-α emission line sources at 2.5 < z < 6.0. However,
as seen in section 3, lower resolution detection can lead
to poor characterisation of skew. By fitting the confirmed
Lyman-α features in the archival 1D extraction spectra we
produce a distribution of skew measurements for the sam-
ple. We match the measurements to new R = 660 recovery
plots and find the sub-sample of sources for which intrinsic
skews is unambiguously recoverable. We show this in figure
13. We exclude any measurements within the instrumental
resolution width of a sky line, 17% of the sample.
From the sample of Lyman-α emission sources we deter-
mine that only 13% have recoverable intrinsic skews, based
on the model calculations shown in figures 3-8, with an av-
erage uncertainty of σint = 42%. We illustrate an example
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Figure 11. Example percentage offsets in measured skew, relative to that measured in the absence of sky line emission, for the FORS2,
DEIMOS and EAGLE instruments, for an object of line luminosity log(LLyα/erg s
−1)=42. Exposure times of 5 hrs, 3.5 hrs and 10 mins
were used respectively to reproduce reasonable integration time cases for each facility. Shaded regions indicate where the offset exceeds
25 per cent.
Table 1. Percentage of each given instrument spectral range that is free of sky line contamination which exceeds a range of limiting
fractional uncertainty thresholds, for exposure times matching those in figure 11, at each given luminosity. Each column represents a
different threshold in terms of fractional uncertainty on the measured skew value, while each row represents a different instrument and
line luminosity combination. The example Lyman-α emission line had an input skew sk=2.0 and velocity width ∆v = 250km s−1.
Fractional Uncertainty Threshold
0.1 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0
Instrument log(LLyα/erg s
−1) Percentage Usable
FORS2 41 37 47 54 63 74
1.5 < z < 5.7 42 38 52 69 71 77
R∼ 660, 5 hrs 43 38 75 82 92 95
DEIMOS 41 52 55 61 68 76
2.20 < z < 7.22 42 75 83 90 93 95
R∼ 3000, 3.5 hrs 43 98 100 100 100 100
EAGLE (I band) 41 99 100 100 100 100
6.02 < z < 6.77 42 100 100 100 100 100
R∼ 10000, 10 mins 43 100 100 100 100 100
EAGLE (J band) 41 70 81 89 93 96
8.75 < z < 9.80 42 98 100 100 100 100
R∼ 10000, 10 mins 43 99 100 100 100 100
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Table 2. Percentage uncertainty on measured skew as a function
of the sample bin width of a skewed emission line with known
intrinsic skew. Example Lyman-α emission line has an input skew
sk=2.0 and velocity width ∆v = 250km s−1.
Resolution S/N Bin Width (A˚) Percentage Uncertainty
0.5 6
3000 30 1.0 14
2.0 25
3.0 31
0.5 10
3000 10 1.0 25
2.0 31
3.0 43
0.5 26
1000 30 1.0 33
2.0 36
3.0 38
0.5 80
1000 10 1.0 85
2.0 89
3.0 92
of recoverable and unrecoverable emission lines in figure 12.
The recoverable lines tend to have high signal-to-noise and
relatively low skew values. A line may have an unrecover-
able skew for one of several reasons: there may be multiple
components to the emission line which require a very skewed
measured Gaussian, the line may be of low signal to noise,
or it may merely have a sufficiently high intrinsic skew or a
sufficiently low velocity width that the deconvolution with
the spectral resolution leads to degeneracy. The example in
figure 12 falls in the last of these categories, with the well-
fit best model being both narrow and skewed - a difficult
situation in which to recover the intrinsic properties. These
values are heavily biased towards high velocity width and
S/N emission profiles and only the low intrinsic skew dis-
tribution can be successfully probed. As a result we see the
tail of large skew values measured in the original distribu-
tion is not reliably characteristic of the galaxy properties,
and is caused by measurement noise and proximity to sky
emission line residuals. This result precludes the use of low
resolution datasets in probing well-sampled distributions of
intrinsic skew.
5.2.2 DEIMOS - High Resolution
To explore high resolution and high S/N data, an archival
sample of KECK/DEIMOS (Faber et al. 2003) observational
data was taken from Mallery et al. (2012). The data set was
observed in the 600 line mm−1 grating mode. This gives an
instrumental resolution of 1.4 A˚ (R ∼ 3000). The data set
includes 244 Lyman-α sources at 4.2< z < 5.6. In addi-
tion to FWHM and skew information, Mallery et al. (2012)
report star formation rate (SFR), stellar mass and stellar
population age calculated through fitting the galaxy spec-
tral energy distributions (SED), using Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) spectral synthesis models.
We again match the measured data with recovery plots
and find the inferred intrinsic skews, and filter for possible
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Figure 12. Examples of two GOODS Lyman-α observations
taken with the VLT/FORS2 instrument. On the left is an ex-
ample of a line with recoverable skew, on the right a line with
unrecoverable parameters is shown. Measured skew and, where
applicable, recovered intrinsic skew are labeled on each plot. In
this example, it is not low signal-to-noise, but rather high mea-
sured skew and narrow line velocity width which render the skew
parameter unrecoverable.
sky line masking contamination (7% of the sample). We show
these results in figures 14 and 15. From the sample of 244
Lyman-α sources, 147 (∼ 60%) had recoverable skews, with
an average uncertainty of σint = 27%. As was the case for
the low resolution sample, we see a reduction in the large
skew tail and a slight bias towards higher velocity widths
and S/N. The original measured sample contained 8 sources
with high skew values, which we define as (sk > 5.0). These
are unphysical given this instrumental resolution. Only one
was within the instrumental resolution width of a sky line.
This suggests that high skew tails can be generated purely
through measurement noise. The median skews of the mea-
sured and recovered intrinsic sample are 1.41 ± 0.39 and
1.31± 0.76 respectively. The corresponding mean skews are
1.44 ± 0.31 and 1.32 ± 0.61. We see that the initial distri-
bution is broadly preserved, although the number of sources
with reliably recovered intrinsic skews is lower than that
with measured values.
5.3 Physical Interpretation
If we expect skew to be a possible indicator of outflows we
may expect it to correlate with other galaxy properties such
as age, mass and star formation rate (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010;
Yamada et al. 2012; Trainor et al. 2015). The asymmetry
of the Lyman-α emission line is generated by the diffusion
of line photons through a galaxy’s warm ISM and circum-
galactic material. The more scattering events the Lyman-α
photons undergo, the more the asymmetric wings are broad-
ened. In galaxies with outflows this effect will be most pro-
nounced when looking down the line of sight of an outflow.
The asymmetry might be expected to increase with SFR, as
a larger young stellar population will drive stronger outflows,
although an increase in mass and hence gravitational poten-
tial will diminish the effect. We may also expect a correlation
with age, as an older star-forming galaxy will have ionised
a larger region of its surroundings. However, this simplistic
overview ignores the effect of more complex galaxy struc-
ture.Steidel et al. (2010) did not find any significant correla-
tion between outflow velocities and the galaxy star formation
rate, whereas Trainor et al. (2015) found a weak dependence
between the two. The discrepancy between these studies is
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2018)
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Figure 13. Lyman-α emission lines at R = 660 drawn from the
VLT/FORS2 archive (ESO GOODS, PI:Vanzella) showing the
line skew parameter distribution. Shaded in blue are measured
profile skews, in red are the recovered intrinsic skews.
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Figure 14. Mallery et al. (2012) Lyman-α emission line sample
skew distribution as measured with Keck/DEIMOS at R ∼ 3000.
Shaded in blue are measured profile skews, in red are the recovered
intrinsic skews.
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Figure 15. Cumulative distribution of skews in the Mallery et al.
(2012) DEIMOS Lyman-α emission sample. In blue is the mea-
sured profile distribution, in red is the recovered intrinsic profile
distribution.
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Figure 16. Distribution of the Mallery et al. (2012) DEIMOS
sample in stellar population age in Gyr vs. skew. Points indicate
measured (blue) and intrinsic (red) skew values. Representative
example error bars are shown as individual points.
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Figure 17. Mallery et al. (2012) DEIMOS sample distribution
in log(SFR in M yr−1) vs. skew. In blue is the measured profile
distribution, in red is the recovered intrinsic profile distribution.
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Figure 18. Mallery et al. (2012) DEIMOS sample showing
log(stellar mass in M) vs. skew. In blue is the measured profile
distribution, in red is the recovered intrinsic profile distribution.
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Figure 19. Mallery et al. (2012) DEIMOS sample binned by SED-derived physical characteristics to explore
any dependence on skew. In blue is the measured profile distribution, in red is the recovered intrinsic profile
distribution.
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Figure 20. Mallery et al. (2012) DEIMOS sample binned by physical characteristics to explore any depen-
dence on velocity width. In blue is the measured profile distribution, in red is the recovered intrinsic profile
distribution.
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explained by the difference in SFR regimes spanned by the
samples probed, so care needs to be taken to understand the
context in which any given sample is placed. There are likely
to be effects on both the star formation and any escaping
Lyman-α emission due to ongoing versus bursty star forma-
tion, or due to complexities in the merger history of a given
galaxy. Patchy star-formation, for example, may result in
regions with enhanced outflows which may, in turn, present
larger Lyman-α skews, whereas a disrupted or complex gas
morphology may suppress the bulk motions assumed in the
simple model of spherical gas outflows discussed above.
The combination of all the effects discussed above
means that any correlation between skew and outflows will
be difficult to interpret in the absence of additional morpho-
logical or star formation history information. Any intrinsic
relation between two parameters, such as star formation rate
or age and Lyman-α line shape, will be masked by the ad-
ditional effects of star formation history, gas composition
and dynamics and other physical parameters. The resonant
scattering of Lyman-α renders it particularly vulnerable to
these effects, in addition to any effects of instrumentation.
Nonetheless, the possibility of a trend between Lyman-α
line shape and galaxy properties remains. Thus it would be
useful to evaluate the presence or absence of any such rela-
tion between spectral parameters and galaxy properties in a
suitable observed data set, and interpret such with care.
Using the Mallery et al. (2012) sample we can com-
pare the measured and intrinsic skew values derived here
with the galaxy properties also calculated by Mallery et al.
(2012). We present these comparisons in figures 16-17. When
plotting SED-inferred age of each galaxy against skew, the
measured values suggest a weak evolutionary trend such
that scatter in skew decreases at larger ages. This could
be produced as older stellar populations will drive out a
large ionisation bubble thereby reducing the Lyman-α back-
scatterings. We divide the data, shown in figure 16, into
two bins from age 0− 0.5 Gyr and > 0.5 Gyr, with sam-
ple sizes of 185 and 43 respectively. A KS test of the two
sub-samples gives a 67% probability of the null hypothesis,
that the two samples are drawn from the same distribu-
tion. Thus any possible trend is very weak, and reliant on
the high skew wings which have been shown at this reso-
lution to be almost entirely generated by noise. When the
recovered intrinsic skew distribution is considered, the trend
completely disappears as the tails of the skew distribution
are removed. There is also an increase in average uncertainty
on each point. While no trend is seen up to the maximum
skew that can be recovered, we note that very high intrin-
sic skews would be impossible to recover at this instrumental
resolution. Thus we cannot preclude the possibility of a high
skew tail at young ages, but neither does the data show any
robust evidence for one. We see no correlation when SFR
is plotted against skew in figure 17. Similarly there is no
correlation between mass and skew, as shown in figure 18.
We also bin the data by its physical characteristics and
compare with the mean skew or FWHM in each bin. We see
no bulk correlations between the sample galaxy properties
with skew, see figure 19. When we plot the binned data with
velocity width, in figure 20, we see a weak apparent trend
with mass.
5.4 Blue-Red flux asymmetry
As discussed above, the unreliable characterisation of the
skew parameter defined in equation (1), at common instru-
mental resolutions limits its utility as an indicator of galaxy
dynamics. We now investigate whether a simpler parametri-
sation could be used as a more reliably recoverable measure-
ment of asymmetry. For this we use the ratio of the total
blue and red emission wing fluxes, measured either side of
the peak of the emission line, which we denote B/R.
By taking our simulated models of skewed Lyman-α
lines we can calculate both the recovered and measured
B/R values corresponding to a known input skew. As the
central peak returned by the skewed Gaussian fit is not en-
tirely reliable, especially at low S/N, we use the maximum
of each spectrum within 1σ of the modelled central wave-
length as the peak of the emission line. We then measure
the integrated flux either side of this peak wavelength out to
±1000 km s−1 to obtain the B/R flux ratio. While our mod-
els are set at a flat zero continuum, meaning wavelengths
outside the emission line will average to zero flux, the in-
clusion of wavelengths beyond those occupied by the line
will increase measurement noise. By performing this method
across our previous parameter space, we can observe how
B/R is affected by modelled instrumentation.
As an example we consider a single line at
FWHM = 250 km s−1, and plot how the difference between
intrinsic and measured values in both skew and B/R evolves
for a simulated detection at R = 3000 and S/N = 30 in figure
21. While the intrinsic skew is associated with a large uncer-
tainty for measured skews < 1, the B/R flux ratio remains
tightly constrained, with a near-linear relation between in-
trinsic and measured B/R value. For highly skewed lines,
the measured skew becomes largely insensitive to the line
profile. In this regime B/R remains well constrained, and
the intrinsic value can be reconstructed from the measured
value, but measurements will systematically underestimate
the line asymmetry unless adjusted for instrumental effects.
As expected, the simple parametrisation shows a larger
overall recoverability, in addition to being entirely non-
degenerate in the example shown. As a result, while skew
may show correlations with galaxy properties, its difficulty in
reconstruction can make it challenging to interpret, whereas
B/R remains a well-characterised parameter. This highlights
the fact that while more complex parametrisations may
be possible, observational constraints may mean that these
over-interpret the true information content of the spectra.
In this case a simple flux ratio may be more robust. Un-
fortunately we are unable to explore the relation between
physical properties and B/R directly since those datasets for
which the former is available do not provide the latter, and
vice versa. This would be a fruitful avenue for future studies
in the increasing archive of large, uniform galaxy spectro-
scopic samples which are now starting to publicly release
data, but any quantitative analysis will require very large
samples, good signal-to-noise, robust and uniform photom-
etry and good spectral resolution - a combination which is
challenging to achieve.
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Figure 21. Comparison of measured and intrinsic B/R
and skew asymmetry parameters, for an emission line with
FWHM = 250 km s−1, measured with R = 3000 and S/N = 30.
5.5 Future Instrumentation
We have seen thus far that with modern instrumentation,
the accurate recovery of Lyman-α spectral line profiles is
possible but limited, most notably in skew. We now ex-
plore the effect of future instrumentation on the recovery
of these parameters. Future projects of note that will allow
unprecedented Lyman-α mapping of the night sky include
NIRSPEC on the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and
EAGLE on the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-
ELT).
The NIRSPEC instrument on JWST is an optical-
NIR spectrometer that will span a wavelength range of
0.6− 5µm. This would allow for Lyman-α detection at red-
shifts in excess of z ∼ 10. NIRSPEC will have a high resolu-
tion mode of R = 2700 (Birkmann et al. 2016). At a central
Lyman-α emission wavelength λ ∼ 1.0µm (observed frame)
this corresponds to a Lyman-α redshift of z ∼ 7.2 and a
wavelength resolution of ∆λ = 3.74 A˚, a limiting velocity
width of 110 km s−1. This suggests NIRSPEC will have an
adequate resolution to successfully characterize Lyman-α
skew in most sources, although for particularly narrow lines
and at very high redshifts S/N will be a significant limiting
factor.
The EAGLE instrument for E-ELT is a NIR spectrome-
ter with a proposed maximum resolution mode of R ∼ 10000
(Morris et al. 2012). In a similar case to that explored with
NIRSPEC, a line at 1µm would be measured with a lim-
iting instrumental velocity width of 30 km s−1. This means
that higher redshift Lyman-α skew may be reliably recov-
ered with EAGLE even in relatively small galaxies.
We conclude this analysis by plotting all instruments
discussed in this work on a contour plot of maximum recover-
able skew. By considering an example galaxy with a Lyman-
α emission line of FWHM = 250 km s−1, and mAB = 24.0,
we make use of the relevant instrumental exposure time or
integration time calculators to explore the relative strengths
of different instruments. In figure 22 we demonstrate how
the maximum recoverable skew limit varies, based on the
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Figure 22. Maximum reliably recovered intrinsic skew in
S/N and resolution parameter space, for an emission line
with FWHM = 250 km s−1. Example 3.5 hour exposures of a
mAB = 24 LAE at either z = 3 (optical) or z = 7 (infrared)
are shown for selected existing and forthcoming instruments.
Observations in the visible spectrum are outlined in blue,
whereas observations in the infrared are outlined in red.
instrument used and with a uniform exposure time of 3.5
hours. We see, as expected, that the high resolution modes
of FORS2 and VIMOS both produce S/N values too low
for accurate skew recovery. The high resolution modes of
DEIMOS, NIRSPEC and EAGLE produce maximum recov-
erable skews of sk > 4.5. As seen in section 5.2.2, this allows
for reliable recovery of intrinsic line asymmetry and FWHM
distributions.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we explore the transformation of intrinsic
Lyman-α spectral properties through simulated observa-
tions. By convolving a set of generated Lyman-α emission
lines of known line profile with different instrumental reso-
lutions and adding a variety of noise sources, the effect of
detection limitations on measured properties was explored.
The effect of sky line masking was also discussed, as well
as how the results affect the interpretation of both real and
possible future data sets. Our main results are summarized
as follows:
(i) While Lyman-α asymmetry, characterised through a
skewness parameter, could be measured for any resolution,
at resolutions below R = 3000 and velocity widths of
250 km s−1 and below, the implied intrinsic skew becomes
degenerate and un-recoverable. This was seen both in sim-
ulated and in real data, where a fraction of sources had un-
recoverable intrinsic skews.
(ii) The inclusion of sky line masking introduces a devi-
ation in the measured skew of lines overlapping a masked
region, with offsets between measured and intrinsic skew
reaching 40% for a sky line-affected example at R = 3000.
(iii) When applied to real data sets, the relatively low res-
olution FORS2 instrument was unable to characterise the
intrinsic skew distribution, with only 13% of the values be-
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ing recoverable in a measured sample. A higher resolution
DEIMOS sample showed 60% recoverability, as well as being
able to probe the distribution successfully.
(iv) We observed how skew trends with galaxy properties
in the DEIMOS sample. Mass, SFR and age show no sta-
tistically reliable trends, in measured or intrinsic skew. This
suggests that skew is not a reliable independent indicator of
the presence of outflows or other galaxy properties.
(v) When compared to simple blue-to-red flux ratio
parametrisation of asymmetry we see, as expected, that B/R
produces a better constraint on intrinsic asymmetry, as it
does not become degenerate in the sample space.
(vi) Future instrumentation will push the detection of
Lyman-α to ever higher redshifts. Considering the instru-
mental resolutions that will be achieved in JWST/NIRSPEC
and E-ELT/EAGLE we find that the recovery of intrinsic
skew values will be possible for a much broader range of
galaxies.
We note that the data set used for evaluation purposes
in this paper did not include sky-projected morphological in-
formation on each galaxy. In the future, with the increasing
availability of IFU spectroscopy, including IFU instrumen-
tation with adaptive optics capability, it may be possible
to relate Lyman-α spectral properties to galaxy morphology
not only in two dimensions, but in three. While this may
help clarify the physical interactions between gas and light
which shape this highly complex emission line, the analysis
carried out in this paper makes it clear that instrumental
limitations and good signal-to-noise will be key in forming
a reliable, detailed picture of such interactions.
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